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Untitled  
 
 
Paintings displayed unnamed by unknown artists,  
are curated to unsettle and  
demand more of me than just my time.  
This orphan art, uncelebrated, unbranded,  
requires I engage with the anonymous  
not taking on trust the talent by its ticket.  
 
So is added a puzzle to the proceedings  
requesting I connect the dots, follow the clues  
why this painting follows that or stands alone.  
Are the sum of parts greater than the whole?  
Will answers emerge unravelled piece by piece or  
simply questions posed to an empty room?  
 
 
                                                        Tony Atherton  
                                                         November 2017 

 
 
Inspired by the exhibition ‘studio/place’ curated by Liam O’Connor at BayArt  
  

!!



Two green paintings by Gordon Dalton !
These large paintings are tremendously green, so green that they make me think of Dylan Thomas’s 
powerful ‘green fuse’, everything is green; pale green, vivid green, dark green, every green. The 
trunks of the trees are not brown but green.  There is no sun, although there is part of a pale green 
globe visible near the top of one of the pictures which might be the sun veiled with layers 
of interlacing leaves. In the other painting there might be a stream, though this might possibly be a 
fallen tree trunk or a green path.  !
The paintings were hung without titles or information on the artist which meant I had no guide to 
how I should see them. The ‘jungle stew’ described by Stevie Smith in her poem ‘The Jungle 
Husband’ floated into my mind.  A lake of dark green paint I saw as the jungle pool which, the 
husband tells his wife in a letter, ‘is always full of anacondas Evelyn’.  !
There are no obvious anacondas in these green pictures though I think I see a green shadow of a 
wolf from Grimm's forests. There are no birds either, though maybe echoes of wings, which are 
green of course. In Dylan Thomas’s poem the green fuse drives the flower, but there are no flowers 
in the pictures and no fruit either. Where are the apples that so delighted Eve? Where are the 
butterflies?  !
Butterflies can be difficult to find in the jungle, as Alfred Russel Wallace found when he tried to 
capture the brilliant golden wing butterfly which he was the first to describe and which bears his 
name. The first time he glimpsed one it flew high into the forest, then he saw one hovering over a 
beautiful shrub with large white leafy bracts and yellow flowers, but it was too quick for him. He 
extended his stay on the island of Bacan in Indonesia but as time went on he began to despair of 
ever capturing a specimen. When he finally caught one and took it out of the net he was so 
overcome with excitement as he touched the wings of one of the most gorgeously coloured 
butterflies in the world that his heart began to beat violently and he felt he was going to faint. !
When I finally read the titles of these two paintings: ‘I thought I’d take a final walk’ and ‘It seems 
so long, since you’ve been gone away’, I was puzzled. How did these rather melancholy words refer 
to these exuberantly green paintings. Then I saw that the artist had painted the garden of Eden 
without the wonderfully tempting apples, the jungle without its exotic flowers, and that that he 
might feel the despair that Wallace felt as he tried, ineffectually at first, to capture the gorgeous 
butterfly he had briefly glimpsed. I like to think that one day the artist will capture his butterfly as it 
feeds on the nectar from a beautiful flowering shrub or find Eve as she picks for him a delectable 
red apple from a green tree.                                               !
Anne Bryan 



 

!!!!!!!!!!!!
‘Glasgow Scene’ painted on an old book by Andrew Cranston   !!

The story of a book !!
Do I start with Dickens that wrote it 

or Charles that loved it and gave it to Nancy 

before he went to war? 

Do I start with Nancy who loathed it 

but kept it because of Charles 

and pressed his flowers in it? 

Do I start with daughter Jane 

who balanced it on her head 

in Mrs Reed's Deportment Class. 

Do I start it with David who bought it 

at Hay, used it as a coaster and spilled his 

Beaujolais on it? 

Do I start with the artist who rescued it 

from the bookseller 

and painted a story on the cover? 

Or do I start the story with me 

who saw it in a gallery? 

!!!
Lucy Cunningham 



 !
Response to Bay Art LLE Exhibition (Blue NY subway seat painting) !!
A-Train     by Alix Edwards  © 2017  
 !
What is it about the A-train? Nothing ever changes. Same blue-orange plastic seats. Same people 
hassling and hustling and asking for dollars. Same worn brass turnstiles and ventilation shafts up 
into the street. Even the Port Authority bus station at George Washington Bridge has the same ugly 
chairs; so cold and creepy and windswept. 
 
All of it – every detail is just the same: from the crack-head woman with pink espadrilles singing to 
herself at JFK to the sombre yellow station lights, wind-tunnel streets and relentless selfish “me, 
my, mine!” individualistic buzz. 
 
Except one thing… … !
Me! I’ve changed. 
 
When I went to New York I thought that place was the answer to everything. That Nueva York was 
a miracle city where night turns into day, where complex jazz scales and sensual salsa would baby-
wipe clean boring years spent rotting away in a concrete jungle new town; that opportunity was 
everywhere because the subway runs at night; that people would always say “Yes!” to any request 
made with a proper English accent. 
 
But now I’m not so sure. 
 
Salsa still blares out of botega doors in 145th Street, the best rice and black beans and mondongo 
soup are still served 168th Street and Broadway; Beni’s salsa store next to the Rodriguez brother’s 
Deli still spins the best tunes. But the roads look dull and dirty, the pavements uneven, the endless 
dishevelled homeless people look menacing and their soap-box rants seem threatening; not funny. 
And the bus unlike the A-Train never, ever shows up. 



 
So I step down into the belly of this city and take the subway, isolated and immune to its sadness on 
my easy to disinfect plastic seat. 
 
Because there’s so much more to this wind-tunnel city than meets the eye. Down in the tunnels of 
Riverside Park are the dishevelled remains of a baby. The what might have been that never 
happened. The green card that never appeared. 
 
And I wonder what it would be like if I’d stayed in this city with my red hot baby all grown up on 
arroz de gandules playing timbales in after-hours clubs, speeding down Henry Hudson Parkway in 
my white Camaro instead of buying subway tokens, taking risks, being happy to be alive.  !

-end- 
 
373 words !
!!!


